PNEUMATIC DIE CUTTER PRESSES

Precision Die Cutter Press to cut rectangular, square or circular precision samples with high accuracy, +/- 0.1mm, in order to evaluate Tension, basis weight, CMT, RCT, CCT... for Paper (Liner / Medium)...

- Easy to operate
- Rapidity and precision
- Transparent screen of security (CE)
- Robust Construction

Pneumatic presses of cut operated by pneumatic foot switch, that incorporate protective acrylic screen to have security during the cut process. Made with elements of precision cutting, which assures high accuracy in the dimensions cut of the samples. The cut samples, fall by gravity to the inferior zone of the press.

* Designed for cutting Paper (Liner / Medium).... for others materials, specifications or samples are required

Optional: Drive by double button pulser

DELIVERY CONTENT:
- Pneumatic DIE CUTTER PRESS + foot switch
- Compressed air: 600 kPa

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT, example of code. T-6798:
- Dimensions: 240 x 260 x 360 mm (W x D x H)
- Box for Transport: 430 x 550 x 610 mm (W x D x H)
- Weight Net/Gross: 40 Kg / 62 Kg
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